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RESUMEN
La enseñanza de inglés se complementa con algunos componentes tales como la
interactividad y la motivación de los profesores a los estudiantes a aprender el idioma.
Debido a que este es un poco compleja. En el proceso de aprendizaje de la maestra que
tiene por objeto desarrollar las habilidades de sus estudiantes y desarrollar habilidades
de comunicación, ya que están escuchando, lectura, escritura, conversación.

Donde los estudiantes pueden desarrollar estas habilidades serán los mismos que
receptiva y productiva en esta investigación se ha centrado el análisis de la escritura
habilidad productiva. Donde los estudiantes pueden desarrollar estas habilidades de los
mismos que son conocidos como receptiva y productiva esta investigación se ha
centrado en el análisis de las habilidades de escritura productivos.
La escritura y el resultado final de la aplicación de estrategias, técnicas, actividades
consisten en tomar notas, identificar la idea principal, hacer borradores y correcciones,
entre muchas otras cosas para desarrollar esta habilidad.
La motivación del profesor hacia sus alumnos es muy importante, para fortalecer esta
capacidad en los alumnos los profesores deben introducir nuevo vocabulario y la
estructura gramatical: además porque el aprendiz puede producir textos, historias,
poemas y muchas cosas
Sin embargo, el fortalecimiento de esta habilidad depende de las actividades y los
recursos metodológicos que utilizan los maestros en clase por qué este trabajo de
investigación se puede determinar que el maestro debe utilizar interactiva como los
recursos tecnológicos que el estudiante a encontrar un entretenimiento y se sienta a
gusto por el aprendizaje de este idioma y desarrollar esta importante habilidad.
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ABSTRACT

English teaching is complemented by some components such as interactivity and
motivation of teachers to students to learn the language Because this is a bit complex. In
the process of learning the teacher he aims to build the skills of their students and
develop communication skills as they are listening, reading, writing, speaking.
Where students can develop these skills be the same as receptive and productive in this
research has focused analysis of productive skill Writing. Where students can develop
these skills the same as are known as receptive and productive this research it has
focused on analysis of productive writing skills.
What is the writing and the final result of the application of strategies, techniques,
activities consist Take notes, identify the central idea, do erasers and Corrections among
many other things to develop this skill.
The motivation of the teacher towards its students is very important, to strengthen this
ability in students teachers should introduce new vocabulary and grammatical structure,
in addition because the apprentice may produce texts, stories, poems, and many things
But the strengthening of this skill depends on activities and methodological resources
that teachers use in class why this investigative work can be determined that the teacher
should use interactive as technology resources that the student find an entertainment and
sits to a taste for learning this language and develop this important skill.
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INTRODUCTION

Changes That Have had a society crosses inference in various fields: such as health,
economy, housing and the Most Important Among all educational. In our country These
transitions in the education sector, required Have Drastic Changes in September by the
state, based on They Are Changes in student graduate profile.

These are governed: changes in the basis of quality standards that ensure the skills
developed in students, the same ones that will determine the effectiveness of learning.
Among the subjects governed by standards that English as a Foreign Language, the
importance of this language requires apprentices develop their communication skills,
including written this.
The writing ability to be a productive management needs a grammatical structures
learned by students throughout the process. The importance of developing this skill lies
in students when applying the rules, they have to learn and use vocabulary that manage
to shape the work they do, the same as knowledge of the learner evidence (Salem,
2013).
Being a mother tongue other than a reluctance to learn and more to develop a skill like
writing is created, which generates a lack of motivation in students, it makes difficult
the process of learning. These problems are largely due to inadequate teaching materials
used in class teachers, the same that do not meet the aim of encouraging students to
arrest him.
The use of teaching materials traditionalists by teachers, creates a tedious atmosphere in
class because the student is limited in its participation, it is this problem that arises
identify the impact they have on students applying these resources in activities that
relate to writing.
Many of the cases selected by the teaching materials do not meet the characteristics
necessary for effective skill development, it is for this reason that it is important to
identify the characteristics that must have the interactive resources to encourage
motivation and participation of students in the English classes, since not all materials
meet the necessary aspects for a successful class.
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By employing interactive resources, it is expected that students react to the teaching
process along the lines of class, which is why it is expected to determine the positive
aspects generated in students applying didactic interactive materials in activities that
relate to writing and establish the selection of them.
The above reflects what is intended with this project, establish interactive learning
materials to help encourage students in the process of developing the skill of writing,
through references that would support the theoretical basis which will become apparent
in the conclusions work to provide solutions to the issues raised.
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Interactive Teaching Materials to develop the writing skill in students with a
motivational environment in class

DEVELOP

Interactive educational resources to develop the ability to write
The teaching of English leads to the teacher to be influential in the development of
learning this language, by which the teacher is required to use teaching resources that
allow you to improve communication skills of students, such as skills speaking, reading,
listening and writing in English,
This research focuses on the ability to write so teachers should use teaching resources
that allow teachers to interact with students so that students feel motivated and
committed to develop the communication skills as this is a form of communicate in
writing where students can express what they feel, but this is a little complexity as
English in some cases is a bit difficult to learn.
Teaching resources are those that the teacher uses in class, they are those that allow the
development of this, as well as the development of this ability in students. Since in
some cases the student is afraid to write for fear of making mistakes and errors when
writing or in other cases the student writes so wrong.
Teaching resources are the most used by teachers and students even because it makes
the teaching-learning process even easier to instruct and as a promoter of learning and
understanding of this foreign language tool.
In teaching English at different levels students in developing communicative ability
writing show a low level since English has some complexity because at the time of
writing requires knowledge of grammar, punctuation, etc. and sometimes students do
not relate well with these issues.
Creative Writing
The teacher is responsible to implement in their classes methodological activities to
improve the ability to write in English students. To make teaching this skill in an
educational and beneficial for the student, the teacher can use many activities as
recreational resources to learn English in writing, in a class can use mind maps,
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magazines, texts, books, activities complete, stories, cartoons in which students
strengthen their knowledge and vocabulary with the grammatical structures writing.
The creativity of the class depends on the teacher because at present the teacher can use
online exercises, electronic books, and in some cases videos to learn and improve this
fundamental skill (Arshavskaya, 2015)
The participation of teachers in recreational classes that allow students to be motivated
by Learning in English in written, Creative writing is of great importance because it
allows teachers to interact with students through the story of personality and
occurrences where the teacher Students can learn more about his students. (Anae, 2014)
The Steps in Process Writing
To develop the ability to write the teacher should focus on the steps of the writing
process, because the student will have a guide and support for the development of
prayers, texts, essays and other writing related activities (Lincoln, Felicia; Ben Idris,
Anisa, 2015).
The development process has the ability to write some steps for the written production
of the person to develop this skill then this work shows the steps to follow:


Prewriting: the student has to think about the issue and plan your ideas



Write: the student has to use the notes of pre-writing and get his ideas down
in a paper.



Revise: change their writing to make it better



Editing means that ' take care of the little mistakes in your writing.



Publishing: the student can share his writing.

Teaching writing process in online environment: when drafting texts or paragraphs in
necessary to use resources to support and facilitate the development of these, for that
there are a number of resources such as dictionaries, style guides, manuals writing, and
all other sources that support the in producing a text to perfection. On the Internet you
can find hundreds of online exercises and practices to improve your writing skills
the websites can also assist you while improving on your writing skills, so that you can
dazzle people with your accurate and correctly constructed sentences (Carolan, Fergal;
Kyppö, Anna, 2015).
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Here some online tools that can be used mentioned to improve the ability to write:


Hemingway



Readability-Score



Thesaurus



Essay Mama



Novel guide



Daily Writing Tips

Writing activities: Learning and teaching of English language there are countless
activities to enhance the development of writing skills in students, the same activities as
the student is motivated, feels that relates to and can improve their knowledge regarding
their skills write


Writing error correction:



Writing a story on the OHP



Chat:



Postcards



Poems for the future



Eliciting vocabulary before writing narratives



Songs and storytelling



Role-play writing



Creating a framework for writing



A Perfect story



Note writing



Freeze the writing

Participatory techniques for writing
The techniques that teachers can use in English class to improve this skill, allow the
student to be part of building their own knowledge and development of the process of
learning English.
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Completing simple texts: The student must complete a text with the correct form of the
verb, with prepositions, the verb tenses or some other word that helps give coherence to
the text.
Writing post cards and Letters: this technique important because it allows write about
their experiences and emotions, stories of their life or can even learn how to write a
letter formally and in this way to practice grammar and other aspects of writing.
Writing compositions and essays: This is one of the strategies of formal character that
allows students to develop a freely chosen subject while other resources documented to
argue their work
Features interactive teaching resources used in writing
Teaching Resources are mediators for the development and enrichment of the teaching learning that qualify their dynamic from the training , detached, preventive , corrective ,
the same dimensions for expressing the specific communicative interactions for the
design of the performance of teachers and its operational orientation attention to the
diversity of learners , which enhance the adequacy of the educational response to the
learning situation , in order to raise the quality and efficiency of educational activities.
The Learning Resources are always considered as a support for the development of the
educational process and these are very useful to facilitate the achievement of the
objectives are for each class and needs to have students and the development of content
that is learned with students and to motivate them and familiarize them with respect to
the subject.
The resources favor communication between teacher and students more effective, they
are useful to streamline the workload of both teachers and students. Resources
encourage cooperative learning interaction among students and also allow handling
information as well as develop content, perform tasks.
These resources are characterized by visual and projection information, texts and short
stories where the student can read and simultaneously make comments in writing or as
well as contribute to the development of the text (Chunyu Zhou; Zhenhui Xu, 2015).
Strategy to improve the writing skill:
English teaching requires seeking strategies that strengthen existing weaknesses in
knowledge of the English language and in the future serve as a solid foundation for a
good student and professional performance of each person
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There are some strategies to develop the ability to write in English of the two main
direct indirect strategies some strategies that then develop them are listed explained:
Direct writing strategy: within this strategy, there are three which are memory,
cognitive, and compensation strategies. (Oxford, 1990)


Memory strategy: the teacher has to teach his students in advance and get
them to memorize grammatical structures, vocabulary, punctuation
marks used for the production of texts or paragraphs related to a topic.



Cognitive Strategies: Within this strategy the teacher uses basic and
primary resources where the student has to constantly practice as well as
in their daily practice in order to improve their ability to write, the
teacher can interact with their students by sending and receiving
messages, is writing these activities the student has to analyze and reason
the context of writing, grammatical structures and tenses in the text.



Compensation strategies: In this strategy, the student must have a good
vocabulary where you can in the production of a written use other words
to not repeat them and make it make sense and context paragraph for
which a student can use synonyms acronyms and antonyms at time of
writing.

Indirect writing strategies
Indirect strategies according to this research, are strategies that indirectly influence the
development of the ability to write in a foreign language the whole of this strategy
consists of three groups: cognitive, emotional, social goals and strategies.


Meta-cognitive strategies: Metacognitive strategies refers to the methods used to
help students understand how they learn; in other words, it means processes
designed for students to think about his thought. In this strategy the teacher aims
that students build their knowledge that learning is influential and that the
knowledge of students must be related to the topics covered, teaching
connectors, prepositions, times and grammatical structures, which favors student
written production is efficient and accurate.
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Centring your learning: Focus on student learning implementation leads to other
strategies that allow students to have a knowledge of what you want to write or about
the work done in the classroom

Brainstorming: This is a technique well known and applied in the teaching and learning
of English where the student interacts so that related words with the theme of class, the
student shares his views with classmates and teachers, which allows students to increase
their vocabulary and build their knowledge significantly.
This strategy makes the student generate productive ideas, also allows students to be
creative express their ideas, thoughts, views, as well as produce texts that allow you to
reflect your knowledge, this technique the teacher uses to measure the level of
knowledge who have their students in relation to the subject aims to teach. (Amoush,
2015)
Application of interactive resources in English classes: Using interactive tools like
applications on mobile or tablet or computers among others, serve to enhance language
learning students.
The teacher can ask students to read carefully the text reference and summarize the
main ideas they can draw from this. Students can make a practical exercise in which
reveal their knowledge of this language.
within interactive resources currently teaching English teachers can use blogs, websites
and online applications that allows you to learn better.
Blogs: one of the most popular technological resources used in teaching and
strengthening writing skills in students is the use of blogs. in one of the interactive
multimedia tools, which allows members of the educational community to communicate
with ease where learning is fun and motivates students to learn since the implementation
of blogs allows acquaint the student with the new technological advances.
Blogs today are used by teachers to share information and are collected in reverse
chronological order, written of one or more authors on topics of interest, and which are
also collected comments from your readers or students, so also tasks, videos, stories or
essays on a given topic. The teacher blog is shared with students to enhance learning
how to motivate students and renew ways of teaching and not stagnate in a traditionalist
education. (Yunus, Melor Md; Nordin, Norazah; Salehi, Hadi; Embi, Mohamed Amin;
Salehi, Zeinab, 2013)
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Websites: A website is a tool that works in conjunction with the Internet and is one of
the tools used to learn English at the time, since a website is the set of pages that store
information and allow you to interact with users through activities or online exercises
where the user can practice what dese few times this without limit, which favors
because it allows better learn and practice the easy way.
The uses of the website in English classes facilitate cooperative and interactive learning
because through games and interactive exercises the student improve their knowledge
and communication skills in English, since the use of technological resources and above
all the use of the internet, which provides great benefits the activity of teaching and
learning has become an indispensable resource for teaching in this world of technology
(Åberg, Eva Svärdemo; Ståhle, Ylva; Engdahl, Ingrid; Knutes-Nyqvist, Helen, 2016)
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CONCLUSION

Traditional education does not favor learning English in students because currently
learning involves applying new strategies methodologies and resources, seeking to
improve the communication skills of English language and especially in the productive
ability of the student which is the ability to write in this foreign language.
English language teaching involves the application of technological resources to
improve the knowledge of students, interactive resources to develop the ability to write
are characterized by motivate and strengthen the knowledge these are interactive
resources that enable the relationship between students and teachers.
the uses of activities and techniques so coo online resources also strengthen learning
and teaching ways to change and improve this process , in relation to a quality
education that in this country requires.
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